Manchester Sustainability Day Roadshow
14th February 2019

09.00-09.30am- Registration & Exhibition

Session 1- Top down & bottom up approaches to embedding
sustainability
09.30am-09.40am- Chair Opening Address- Scott Buckler, Manager, NHS Sustainability Campaign
09.40am-10am- The “Greater Manchester Model” for healthcare services
In October this year Mayor of Greater Manchester, Andy Burnham, set out his vision for healthcare
services in the region. This vision included commitments around financial reform, mental health and
data transparency. This presentation will explore how the Greater Manchester Health and Social Care
Partnership will deliver on this vision.
Speaker- Anthony Hassall, Chief Accountable Officer, NHS Salford Clinical Commissioning Group
10am- 10.20am- World Most Sustainable City
Case study – Manchester City council working in partnership with Quorn foods to become the world’s
most sustainable city.
Speaker- Alex Glenn – Sustainable cities
10.20am-10.40am- Delivering long-term sustainability for the NHS
The ‘Healthier Together’ programme achieved one of the largest public consultations responses in the
NHS, resulting in 12 clinical commissioning groups’ unanimous decision to change health services in
Greater Manchester. October of this year saw one of the leaders of that Programme, Alex Heritage take
helm as CEO of the NHS Transformation Unit. The Unit is supporting the NHS on its long-term plans for
sustainability. Join us to hear how Alex led the way on changing health delivery services in Greater
Manchester and how the Transformation Unit is developing people-centred approach to sustainability.
Speaker- Alex Heritage, Chief Executive Officer, NHS Transformation Unit- Invited
10.40am-11am- Saving energy across the NHS estate through staff engagement
The NHS currently spends over £544m pa on energy and staff can plan a significant role in saving energy
and costs. JRP Solutions will discuss how the eLearning can support employees to understand what
energy is, how the use of energy impacts on our environment and how they can use less energy at home
and at work to save costs and to create healthier businesses and a healthier planet.
Speaker- Jes Rutter, Managing Director, JRP Solutions

11:00am - 11:20am - How to embed reuse behaviors within your trust
Reuse can be one of the quickest and most effective ways to deliver long-term financial savings within
the NHS estate. Nerys Simmons from Manchester NHS gives you the inside track on how to embed
reuse into practice across the estate.
Speaker- Nerys Simmons, Manchester University, NHS FT
11.20am-11.40am- Refreshments & Expo

Session2- Injecting finance into the NHS and creating savings
11.40am- 11.55am- 'Beds or Bins' - Reducing overheads through efficient waste management
Is the NHS evaluating its on-site waste management costs regularly? Often an area taken for granted, in
some case often overlooked. This must attend session from leading waste providers Forward Waste will
explore how simple changes to on-site waste management can create significant savings, financial and
environmental.
Speakers- MJ Rose, Business Development Manager, Forward Waste
11.55am- 12.15pm- In it together: Creating a whole trust approach
Overall winners of the 2018 NHS Sustainability Awards, Guys & St Thomas’s speak about
the journey that they have had over the past five years, where from humble beginnings, they have
grown leading to the success at the 2018 Sustainability Awards.
This presentation will concentrate on the importance of various aspects such as staff engagement,
senior management buy in & their SAVE project
Speaker-Alan Armstrong, Waste Manager, Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust
12.15pm-12.35pm- How do we fund sustainability in the NHS?
A recent NHS Sustainability Campaign survey highlighted concern from the NHS on funding sustainable
development. Over 80% of respondents cited funding for projects as the main barrier for success. In
this session, leading energy efficiency finance provider, Salix, will provide information on how you
can gain interest-free funding, write a strong business case and get the cash injection you need!
Speaker- Liam Gillard, Client Support Officer, Salix
12.35pm- 12.55pm- The Town that gave up sugar
In July this year Tameside and Glossop NHS Foundation Trust went on a 70-day sugar-free challenge to
mark the NHS 70th birthday. This presentation looks at how the initiative came about, what we can learn
from the results.
Speakers- Karen James, CEO, Tameside and Glossop Integrated Care NHS Foundation Trust & Simon
Smith, Head Chef- Invited

1pm-1.40pm- Lunch & Refreshments

Session 3- Sustainability in action
1.40pm-2pm- Helping major energy users in the healthcare sector to improve energy efficiency and
operational performance through onsite generation
This session will explore a how trusts are improving energy efficiency, taking ownership and delivering
savings through on-site generation, demand management and energy insights.
Speaker TBC
2pm-2.20pm- Making a plastic pledge, how Queens Hospital, Burton, is tackling the plastic
challenge and making savings!
This must attend session will explore how the NHS is pledging to cut plastic with a fascinating insight
from Queen’s Hospital, Burton. The session will explore how the hospital has integrated Sterimelt
technology into its Sustainable Development Management Plan and reaping the rewards. Are you
looking to make plastic reductions and capture financial savings? If so this session will provide you with
the tools to get going.
Speaker- Natalie Roddis, waste and sustainability officer at Queen's Hospital, Burton
2.20pm-2.40pm- How smart leadership can transform the NHS
Mark Griffiths, Operations Director, Bouygues Energy Services will present an overview of how Estates
and Facilities can drive efficiencies in mobility, energy and local services in conjunction with
improvements in environment, safety and security and health and wellbeing. Mark will share examples
from across Europe and provide a bite-size presentation on how you can create a ‘smart culture’.
Speaker- Mark Griffiths, Operations Director, Bouygues Energy Services
2.40pm-3pm- Delivering Energy Savings through ‘Low Cost’ Interventions
From 34 years’ experience working within the hospital-built environment, it is LCE’s experience that up
to 30% of energy consumed within hospital buildings can be avoided through simple ‘low cost’ practical
interventions. A range of case-study examples illustrating ‘optimisation measures’ relating to existing
plant and equipment, will be presented along with implementation costs and the energy savings
achieved.
Speaker: Darren Jones, Managing Director, Low Carbon Europe (LCE)

